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We have discovered war to be derived from causes which are ... private as well as public. - Socrates, Plato’s Republic
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Introduction



Economists have long been aware of the trade off of allocating resources towards production and military appropriation.1 I differentiate between wars fought for safety and security against wars fought for plunder and fame, i.e. fighting terrorists vs. capturing oil, as public vs private benefits. This meaningful difference allows me to advance a novel idea: that political institutions determine the type but not the level of violence.



I first create a model that illustrates the core logic and makes general predictions. Second, I compile a uniquely large data set on Roman battles and human settlements around the ancient Mediterranean. Third, I empirically test the model by examining how the transition from a republic to dictatorship affected the military behavior of the Roman Empire.



The theory is that a ruling coalition allocates resources based on benefits and costs to coalition members. Larger ruling coalitions have more members to benefit from public goods but also more members to divide private returns. Increasing the size of the ruling coalition implies a substitution away from private goods provided by the military towards public goods provided by the military. These two effects work in opposite directions in determining the total amount of violence. The model predicts that dictatorships have the incentives to fight more for private and less for public benefits, but also suggests the major determinants of war and peace are demographic and technological factors. I argue that political institutions 1 Haavelmo(1964,



P92) is often credited with the first formal model of conflict. He cites Pareto (1906, P 341), who states



“the efforts of men are utilized in two different ways: they are directed to the production or transformation of economic goods, or else to the appropriation of goods produced by others.”
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determining the type of conflict but not the total amount of violence.



The 900 years of Rome are a subset of human history that uniquely provides long-run political and military variation that is not under the shadow of another great power. My study begins in 500BC, shortly after the republic was established, and ends in 400AD with the schism of the empire into Byzantium. In 49BC Julius Caesar crossed the Rubicon with his army and was shortly afterward declared “dictator for life”. This marks the monumental political transition of Rome from Republic into Dictatorship. As depicted in the time-series of Roman battles in Figure 1, Rome is more violent during the Republic.
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Figure 1: Ancient Roman Battles over Time
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There is also a disparity in the type of military activity under each regime. I first document the empirical distribution of cities over terrain and identify the land that is more desirable for settlement. Then I compare the geography of battle locations in the years corresponding to the political regimes. Although each battle contains public and private elements, some battles look more like a public good. Battles fought on good land (for human settlement) would imply the government was acting on behalf of the public good, aiming to win more and better land for its citizens and to eliminate the threat of a greater number of stronger enemies. Battles on bad land might be fought for a variety of reasons - likely for political fame or financial gain. I find that the republic is attacking and capturing land that is better suited 2



for human settlement. This result is robust to a number of checks such as geographic aggregation and within regime variation. In summary, the dictatorship was less violent but was also fighting at locations that were less likely to be for the public good.
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Background



This paper is part of an interdisciplinary effort to analyze the determinants of conflict throughout human history (Gat 2006; Thayer 2015; North, Wallis, and Weingast, 2009; Pinker 2012; Morris 2014; Fry 2015; Iyigun, Nunn, and Qian 2015). My scope is broad but “the grand strategy of the Roman Empire can be studied as long as scholars ask questions that the available sources support” (Kagan 2006). This is well within the tradition of political economics, from the ancients until now. The Classical scholars (Machiavelli 1517, Montesquieu 1734, Smith 1763, Madison 1787, Adams 1856) studied Rome deeply.2 Modern theorists (Hirshleifer 1995, Grossman and Mendoza 2001a, Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004) can only casually refer to Rome, as the empirical evidence is lacking. In particular, the transition from Republic to Dictatorship is thought to be of great economic importance (Acemoglu and Robinson 2012).3 I focus on this specific political transition and create a new data-set to provide a novel empirical analysis. This paper contributes to two main literatures: the political-economy of warfare (Tullock 1974, 2 Machiavelli



(1517) states “The power of the Tribunes of the plebs in the City of Rome was great and necessary, as



has been discussed by us many times, because otherwise it would not have been able to place a restraint on the ambitions of the Nobles, who would have a long time before corrupted that Republic which was not corrupted.”. Montesquieu (1734) talks about the emperors and “... the infinite number of men they put to death for the purpose of confiscating their wealth”. Montesquieu (1734) also states “at the birth of societies, the leaders of republics create the institutions; thereafter, it is the institutions that form the leaders of republics”. The founders of America also considered Roman history in the founding of their new republic (Adams 1856, Madison 1787). Adam Smith (1763, Of Military Monarchy) talked about the Roman emperors who “took the whole executive power into their own hands, they made peace and war as they thought proper” 3 “It



was the transition from republic to principate, and later naked empire, that laid the seeds of decline of Rome”



Acemoglu and Robinson 2012, P164
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Grossman 1991, Hirshleifer 2001, Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004) and the history of Rome (Boak 1921, Eckstein 2006, Scheidel 2015, Le Bohec 2015).



2.1



Political Economy



Within political-economy, this paper is at the intersection of 4 literatures on geography, politics, economics, and violence. Most of the cross-topic literature is focused on the interplay between two of those literatures.
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There is a rich tradition of explaining violence via a governments’ internal characteristics (Levy and Thompson 2010, Ch.4). Some scholars predict a significant relationship between the political regime and the level of violence (Bueno de Mesquita et al. 2004, Glaeser 2006 ).5 Others do not (Caverley 2014, Jackson and Morelli 2007).6 Empirically, there is a peace between democracies in the modern period but no consensus as to why (Hegre 2014).



I model violence as a rational choice (Tullock 1974, Skaperdas 1992, Hirshleifer 2001, Grossman and coauthors 2001 1995 1996) as a means to an end, not an end in itself. 4 Hess
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My theory is similar to Bueno



(2009) and Warneryd (2014) provides are collections of articles on the theoretical motivations for conflict and their



consequences. Hegre provides an extensive literature review on the empirical relationship between democracy and conflict (Hegre 2014). Toft (2014) provides a literature review on territory and war. Levy and Thompson (2010) provides a literature review on the causes of war. 5 Glaeser 2006 also models the allocation of military resources as a voting problem, but with dictators having more control



over the media. 6 Caverley



(2014) elaborates on democratic militarism and argues that oppressive or militant democracies are not without



precedent. Jackson and Morelli (2007) note that democracy is neither sufficient or necessary for peace, noting historical cases. 7 The rational model of violence originates with Tullock (1974),



and his contest success function is explicitly incorporated



when modeling the expected returns to conflict. Skaperdas (1992), and Hirshleifer (2001) provide classic microeconomic models of conflict between players.Grossman and Mendoza consider the set of strategies for growing empires (2001) and the complementarity between production and military (2001). Grossman and Kim theoretically model a conflictual dynamic general equilibrium with dynastic growth (1996), and (1995) on the tradeoff between defense, offense, and production.).
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de Mesquita et al. (2004) by incorporating the idea that coalition size affects public vs. private returns using but differs by not predicting a democratic peace.8 My theory is also similar to Caverley (2014) by incorporating the distribution of war costs but differs by not predicting democratic militarism. My model is more general than both Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2004) and Caverley (2014) in the sense that the predictions do not depend on any particular voting rules or timing.
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I explicitly consider the role of geography in military activity.10 The basic idea is that Emperor Hadrian’s Wall, located where England meets Scotland, marks the intersection of benefits and costs of fighting for that land. Different political regimes could change those margins. I use empirical methods developed for conflict data with space and time attributes (Zammit-Mangion et al. 2014, Iyigun, Nunn, and Qian 2015).



Collier and Hoeffler (2004) provide evidence that greed is more important than grievance in predicting civil war. Tsui (2010) looks at how resource endowments affect the incentives of incumbents to tax and spend on political deterrence. Acemoglu et al (2012) consider resource wars (and armament) under a dynamic setting to explore when these wars can be averted. Clausewitz (1873) famously stated “War is a mere continuation of policy by other means”. 8 The



formal model of coalition sizes affecting public vs. private goods was first presented in the political economics



literature by (McGuire and Olson 1996) in analyzing coalition sizes and private and public goods. This idea was further developed by Bueno de Mesquita et al. (2004, whose work I build on. A difference between that model and mine is that the price of public vs. private goods is endogenous in my model. Dougan and Lindsay (2013) also theorize about the group provision of public goods. 9 The



government is a unitary actor with the capability of violence (McGuire and Olson 1996, Grossman 1991, North,



Wallis, and Weingast 2009). Stigler (1972) argues (in addition to the importance of coalition size) that political groups maximize the well being of their members. 10 Geographic



considerations are motivated by Diamond (1999) who links “the fates of human societies” to geography.



Fleck and Hanssen (2006) consider the relationship between political institutions and geography in Ancient Greece. Carneiro (1970), Turchin (2013) and Morris (2014) explore the formation of geographic states through violence. Fukuyama (2011) discusses the history of political institutions and a relationship with violence and geography.
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2.2



History of Rome



I incorporate ideas from a number of Roman Historians (Gibbon 1782, Boak 1921, Kagan 2006, Hopkins 1980, Eckstein 2006, Scheidel 2015, Le Bohec 2015). There are many detailed histories of Rome. My intent is to highlight the ideas that motivate the theory.



The economic benefits of military activity clear (Hopkins 1980, Eckstein 2006, Scheidel 2015).11 The Roman empire was an alliance sharing the costs and benefits of war (Boak 1921, Scheidel 2015) and land was an important benefit.12 The ancients were themselves keenly aware of the rationality of war.13 Roman warfare had public and private elements (Hopkins 1980, Kagan 2006, Eckstein 2006).14



Ancient Rome is divided into two non-arbitrary periods, the republic and the imperium (dictatorship). Rome was initially a monarchy but established a republic via revolution in 509BC. Some members of the Plebeian class were later incorporated into a more democratic political system (Abbott 1911). Julius Caesar marched his army into Rome, launched a civil war in 49BC, and was later declared “dictator for 11 Scheidel (2005) states “The Italian alliance system was a military confederacy for the dual purpose of (usually) predation



and (more rarely) defense. More importantly, much the same is true of what is usually called the ‘Roman state’.’ Boak (1921) comments on the more aggressive foreign policy; “This change of policy was largely due to the influence of groups in the senate which was eager for ... the spoils of war”. 12 Montesquieu



(Montesquieu 1734) states “Part of the land of the conquered people was confiscated and divided into two



parts. One was sold for public profit, the other distributed to poor citizens subject to a rent paid to the republic.”. 13 Xenophanes’



Oeconomicus dialogues Socrates stating “Often enough in war it is surer and safer to quest for food with



sword and buckler than with all the instruments of husbandry”. Galgacus, Chieftain of the Caledonian Confederacy (The Agricola and the Germania) famously stated “If a people are rich they are worth robbing, if poor they are worth enslaving ... To robbery, murder, and outrage they give the lying name of government, and where they make a desert they call it peace.” 14 Hopkins



(1980) states “In order to understand the Roman political economy, we have to take into account the balance



between public and private exactions”. Eckstein (2006) discusses loot and defense the essential benefits from ancient military activity. Le Bohec (2015, P309) discusses Offensive and Defensive strategies in each regime and states “Under the principate...most of Rome’s wars were offensive.”
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life”.15 His heir Augustus is often labeled the first Roman Emperor. By the time of Emperor Domitian, the emperor allegedly demanded to be officially addressed as Dominus et Deus (master and god).16



The baseline model incorporates the public/private aspect to war, as emphasized by Roman historians. In the appendix, I generalize the model to incorporate some other facts.17 I also shed new light on the changes in political and military activity with a novel empirical analysis.
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Theoretical Model



The model links observable political variation to observable military variation. In the model, a ruling coalition maximizes the expected benefits to its members from fighting at various locations. The coalition chooses the tax rate based on a trade-off between spending resources on the military and taking resources out of the market. This coalition also chooses how many resources to devote to military activity for a private or public benefit. Political regimes vary solely by the size of the ruling coalition, which results in different relative prices between public and private military activity. The regime does not de15 The



senate had entrusted Pompey to reign in Caesar. This led to the famous quote by Cato the Younger (The Parallel



Lives by Plutarch: The Life of Cato the Younger)“If any of you had heeded what I was ever foretelling and advising, ye would now neither be fearing a single man nor putting your hopes in a single man.” 16 Eckstein



(2006[P 232]) writes of Republican Rome that “not the prospect of profit or movable booty but, precisely, self-



defense” was the motive for war. Bang and Turner (2015, Kingship and Elite Formation) state that “Monarchs answered to no superior power and royal resources were constantly diverted to aristocratic means”. Scheidel (2015) states “... the empire had been rooted as the personal hunting ground of a smallish set of political, military, and religious leaders”. Eich (2015, The Common Denominator) states in regards to the later imperial years “Administrators hardly distinguished between their public posts and their private property”. 17 The



baseline model is reductive for simplicity. Benefits accrue to a single group that is in charge of military decisions.



This group can reference any class, from senators to generals. In this sense, the model is still consistent with other changes in the composition of the Roman government. Appendix section 9.2 theoretically models different types of coalition members. This heterogreity incorporates changing the group from senators and soldiers as group size decreases. This generalized model can also incorporate military coups. The appendix also considers a baseline-model comparative-static for wealth.
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termine the fighting or production technology, or population used to determine “guns vs. butter”. The size of the coalition predicts a different mix of private and public wars, but not a larger total for either political regime. In the body of this section, I model the coalition’s problem as decision theoretic, taking opponents’ strategies as given. This is the model of the mighty Roman army against many smaller tribes. In the appendix, I derive the complete equilibrium and consider some generalizations.18



3.1



Preferences over Goods



Let Xi represent the level of the private good received from military activities, Yi represent the level of the public good from military activities, and Zi represent the level of private good received from market (non-military) activities. Every person i has identical preferences



Ui (Xi ,Yi , Zi ) = f (Zi + Xi ) + g(Yi ),



(1)



where f 0 > 0, g0 > 0 and f 00 < 0, g00 < 0. People differ only in whether they participate in the ruling coalition (see below).



3.2



Production, Military Expenditures, and Taxes



The economy consists of N laborers that produce Z(N,t) total units of output, where t is a per-unit output tax. Output is consumed or taxed, with tax revenues being allocated to military spending. Total tax revenues are tZ(N,t), which is first increasing and then decreasing in t, while consumption [1 −t]Z(N,t) is strictly decreasing in t. The military produces private (X) and public (Y ) goods through the expenditure of tax revenues on military activities. Money allocated for each purpose, mx and my , are transformed into returns according to the functions X(mx ),Y (my ). Further assume (X 0 > 0,Y 0 > 0) and (X 00 < 0,Y 00 < 0). This leads to the equilibrium constraint 18 The



formal model of conflict is a Stackelberg game between governments on a space-time lattice.
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tZ(t, N) = mx + my .



3.3



(2)



Allocation and Optimization



Out of N total people, there are Nc members of the ruling coalition. Every coalition member has an equal share in any private goods from military expenditures; Xi =



X(mx ) Nc



and public goods are enjoyed by all;



Yi = Y (my ). Every person has an identical share of consumption; Zi = [1 − t]Z(N,t)/N = [1 − t]z(t). By substituting these return technologies into the utility function, equation (1) is transformed into Ui =   x) f [1 − t]z(t) + X(m + g (Y (my )). The government is a single unitary actor that maximizes the wellNc 19 c being of its coalition members; max ∑N i Ui = NcUi . The coalition solves the problem



    X(mx ) + g (Y (my )) max Nc f [1 − t]z(t) + mx ,my ,t Nc



3.4



s.t.



tz(t) =



mx + my N



(3)



Intuition



Assume an interior solution for military expenditure and taxation.20 There is a tradeoff between “butter and guns” and a tradeoff between “public and private guns”. The public-private tradeoff can be seen, for any given tax rate, in the marginal rate of military substitution (M.R.S.).  M.R.S.mx ,my : 19 Optimizing



f0 g0







X0 Y0



 = Nc .



(4)



the sum of utilities is a shortcut around the internal politics of government. However, the intuition remains



similar when we generalize to optimize a leaders’ utility subject to coalition members with individually rational constraints. Likewise, equi-proportional shares of consumption is an assumption used for mathematical ease but does not change the intuition. The optimization problem for a leader with IR constrained members with non-equitable consumption shares can be seen in the appendix. Another generalization is to incorporate a leisure/labor choice (rather than the mechanistic private consumption) but does not change the intuition. As we consider more generalizations the predictions become less precise. 20 m



x



: f 0 X 0 = λ N1 ,



my : Nc g0Y 0 = λ N1 ,



t : Nc f 0 [(1 − t)z0 − z] = −λ [z + tz0 ]
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There are three components to the MRS to consider: 1) marginal utilities: X0 Y0



f0 g0



2) military efficiency:



and 3) the effective price: Nc . The intuition behind two political cases are represented by plotting



the benefits and costs of X and Y in Figure 2. Larger coalitions have more members benefiting from public goods but more members to divided private goods amongst. The effect of a larger coalition is to increases the opportunity cost of private goods. Let c ∈ {R, D} indicate Republic or Dictatorship. Historical anecdote and data suggest NR > ND . The breadth of the coalition will thus determine different amounts of each type of military action. Figure 2: Regimes and Equilibrium Public Good
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In the model, dictators are not more selfish, more disillusioned, more biased, or less informed than a decisive person in a democracy. Instead, politically decisive people in democracies are simply constrained dictators. This means that all the predicted changes in behavior come simply from responding to implicit prices.21



3.5



Type-Mix



The marginal rates of substitution show that increasing the coalition (Nc ) implies a substitution away from private goods provided by the military (X) towards public goods provided by the military (Y ). It is 21 Philosopher



kings and evil tyrants are just men responding to the incentives of the regime in place.
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worth noting that in general the substitution between private and public goods is not an explicit function of the population. However, if population growth encompasses a proportional growth in the number of claimants (as in full enfranchisement), then there is a substitution towards Y . An illustrative case is to consider a fully enfranchised democracy where half of the population (as members of the party in charge) are claimants (Nc = N2 ) and a dictator as the sole claimant.22



One thing to note is that because of the higher opportunity cost of private goods in democracy, there is a powerful incentive for any democratic general to promote his plunderous actions as defensive. Despite the public benefits propagated by military leaders, there are substantial private payoffs to these wars.



3.6



Tax Rate



The major determinants of the level of violence are demographic (N), military technology (X 0 ,Y 0 ), the productivity of industry (z), and the economic cost of taxation (z0 ). The total amount of resources that can be used to wage war is not fixed at some exogenous level. However, the effects of the political regime on the total resources allocated towards total military activity is of second order importance and also ambiguous. Different political regimes will incentivize different tax rates, but it is ambiguous as to which regime will choose the higher rate. Larger ruling coalitions have more member benefitting from public military expenditure and a higher opportunity cost from private military expenditure. These two opposing forces can lead to more or less combined military expenditure.23 22 Note



that this is not at all a necessary condition. The fact that many dictators have supporters in their operations must



be duly noted. What matters is what defines “dominant” in dominant coalition. There are going to be people in the decisionmaking process who are of more direct importance and others who are farther away, but this fuzziness of boundaries is not modeled. I consider the non-decisive supporters to be of secondary importance to the policy-making process. 23 This is intuitively seen by first optimizing with respect to m



x , my



and then t. The first order conditions U ∗ (t, m∗x (t), m∗y (t))



with respect to t have no unambiguous comparative statics with respect to coalition size;



∂t ∗ ∂ Nc



≶ 0. The static rests on functional



form assumptions and the results are ambiguous with respect to the political regime. By further generalizing to a non-separable utility function, the resulting statics become even more ambiguous.
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The amount of resources allocated towards guns rather than butter depends on the productivities of industry and fighting. The tax rate is chosen to equate the marginal costs of taxation and marginal benefits from fighting. If taxes are more distortionary (z0 ↑), then this increases the costs from military activity at large. Comparative statics on wealth (z) can be seen in the appendix section 9.1.



The tax base also influences military choices. The substitution between private goods from the military (X) and the market (Z) is dependent on the percentage of coalition members to tax base,



Nc N.



This idea



can easily be generalized for rent-seeking organizations over any arbitrary private good.24



3.7



Linking Model to Battles



I use the theoretical model to link the abstract model, specifically the main hypothesis about type-mix, to the data that actually exist. The logical chain is as follows. Political regime ⇒ incentives ⇒ military expenditures ⇒ fighting ⇒ recorded battles. The body highlights how political institutions incentivize military expenditure. This theoretical step links military expenditures to recorded battles. Note that the This ambiguous relationship is alternatively seen by optimizing in a single step. Differentiating the mx , my , λ first order conditions gives  the equations 00 0 2 0 00  f (X ) /Nc + f X   0   1



























∂ m∗x 00 0 2   ∂ Nc   f X X/Nc     ∂ m∗     y  =  −g0Y 0     ∂ Nc  



0



f 00 X 0 [(1 − t)z0 − z]



Nc g00 (Y 0 )2 + Nc g0Y 00 )



0



1



−N(tz0 + z)







∂t ∗ ∂ Nc



0







∂t ∗ Nc



= f 0 X 00 + f 00 (X 0 )2 (−g0Y 0 ) + f 00 X 0 NXc (−Nc g0Y 00 + g00 (Y 0 )2 )/det(H). Then after substituting  00   00  ∗ f 00 X 0 f 00 X 1 g00Y 0 X Y in the marginal rate of substitution, ∂t = + N + + /det(H) = ANc + N1c B/det(H). We can see 0 0 0 0 c Nc f Nc Y X f g Using Cramers’ rule leads



the trade-off in the numerator alone. The term A represents the negative effect on private returns and B represents the positive effect on public returns. The sign of ANc + N1c B is determined by the military technology and the shape of the utility function. Note that the assumption of additive separability makes Cramers’ matrix much more simple. Generalizing the utility function then reinforces the ambiguous result of Nc on taxes and thus total military expenditure. 24 Note



that the other marginal rates of substitution do not exhibit this property because the other people in society are



paying for part of both of these goods so these other payments do not affect the relative prices of political goods.
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appendix contains details on how recorded battles and covariates are linked to the Poisson regression.



Battles occur when there is at least one troop killed by another player. The size of the battle; (s), is determined from the expenditures of two players (mi , m−i ). The size of the battle s is greater than 0 if either player is at an interior solution. The simplest case to consider is battle size equated with total military expenditure; s = mi + m−i . This case is entirely a magnitude effect, where more troops imply more violence. We also want to consider an asymmetry effect- as troops become more symmetric the size of battles grows (i.e. even matches are bloodbaths for both parties). Furthermore, when asymmetric fights occur they are still bloody for the losing party (with the asymmetry effect being monotonic).25 One model that incorporates both effects and satisfies what are thought to be desirable symmetry and magnitude conditions is



s = p 26



mi + m−i (mi − m−i + 1)2



(5)



A battle is an indicator variable that captures the extensive margin of conflict by measuring when the



size of the battle is greater than 0. Admitting an imperfect ability to observe/record conflict means that Battle= 1 if the size of the battle s is greater than a random threshold t.27     1 s>t Battle =    0 Else



(6)



loss of generality let mi > m−i , the desirable conditions of the magnitude and asymmetry are: ) −i i 1) [m → m ] ⇒ [s → 2mi ] Asymmetric Effects



25 Without



2) [m−i → mi ] ⇒ [s ↑] 3) holding distance constant, [(m−i + mi ) → ∞] ⇒ [s → ∞]. } Magnitude Effect q √ 26 Equation 5 generalizes to N players with s = n mi / ∑ ∑n−1 (mi − m−i + 1/ n − 1 )2 . 27 Most



generally t is any random variable with support over [0, ∞), but an intuitive set of candidate distributions with



(1, 2, 3) parameters are exponential, weibull, and generalized-extreme-value.
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The empirical predictions about battles are driven by the assumption that ∂ P(Battle = 1)/∂ mi > 0. This is motivated by the magnitude effect but is still consistent with an asymmetric effect if we are thinking about the bigger party in a contest between big and small. Equations 5 and 6 show one theoretical way for military expenditures to lead to more recorded battles.
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Variables and Data



The guiding logic is this: if a dictator and a republican government engage in different types of battles (public vs. private) then it will be reflected in the type of land that is being fought over. To test this idea, I compile a spatiotemporal data set on Roman battles, Mediterranean settlement, and terrain ruggedness. I first use the ruggedness of the land to identify battles that are more like a public good. Then I compare the number of public-good battles within each regime. I finally transform the data into geocells for a formal regression analysis.



4.1



Data Sources



The geographic and temporal identification of ancient locations is done via a digital network of researchers from the Ancient World Mapping Center at UNC Chapel Hill (Accessed 2016) and Pleiades (Accessed 2015). The major contributions were collections from the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire (Accessed 2015), and the Digital Atlas of the Roman and Medieval Civilizations (Accessed 2015). Each data point is the individual product of several scholars over many years. I focus on cities (major settlements as defined by the Digital Atlas of the Roman Empire), which have a beginning and an end date. Elevation comes from the Ancient World Mapping Center as well.



The battle information comes from Jaques (2007). He, and contributing historical scholars, created an encyclopedia of battles. I link each battle to a geographic location using the battle name and description. Battle times are recorded as single dates. The appendix (Table 4) lists the wars from which battles were 14



drawn.28 In appendix subsection “Justification of Battles”, I elaborate on why I use battles.



I combine the ancient settlements and Roman battles that are around the Mediterranean between 500BC and 400AD. A map of battles, settlements and elevation, which covers the entire time-period, is depicted in Figure 3. Appendix Figure 15 shows the battles over geography and time. Figure 3: Geographic Extent



1 City 2 Cities 1 Battle 2 Battles



4.2



Public Goods



The ruggedness of the land is used to identify battles that are more like a public good. My process is to first calculate the ruggedness of the land and then document what ruggedness is best for human settlement. The logic is as follows. Land with terrain that is too flat or too mountainous is not good for settlement. Land that is better for human settlement is more likely to have a larger number of stronger enemies.29 Eliminating the threat of mutual enemies has non-rival and non-excludable benefits. Thus 28 Note 29 As



that various historians might have different names or codifications of battles to wars.



Bairoch (1991) shows, the formation of cities is inextricably linked to agricultural productivity. Agricultural produc-



tivity is related to ruggedness
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fighting for land with terrain better for human settlement is a public good. Furthermore, this better land is also more valuable to the body politic for other public works - such as colonization programs. Battles on land unsuited for human settlement might be fought for a variety of reasons - likely for personal political control or financial gain. I focus on geography because it is exogenous and battle “type” is not subject to imperial propaganda or the biases of researchers. Appendix subsection “Justification of Battle Type” elaborates further. My identifying claim is that the worse the land is for human settlement, the less like a public good is a battle over that land.



I divide the geographic space into non-overlapping geocells that are ap-



Figure 4: TRI Calculation



proximately 100km2 in surface area. Before calculations, the data was projected onto a 2-dimensional grid using the Mollweide-Projection. This ensures that geocells have equal area for both (a) the Terrain
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Ruggedness Index (TRI) calculation and (b) counting the number of q 2 battles and cities in a geocell. For each geocell, a TRI value is calculated; T RI j = ∑ j0 E j − E j0 . TRI is the difference in elevation averaged over 8 directions. Figure 4 shows a geocell j with elevation E j and 8 geographically contiguous cells.



I measure the geographic settlement patterns over TRI and identify the best TRI for human settlement in ancient times. A similar pattern has also been documented in earlier periods of man’s evolutionary history (Winder et al. 2015). Figure 5 shows the distribution of geographic cells, major human settlements, and battles over terrain ruggedness.30 Cities are not uniformly located over all types of geography. People settle on certain types of terrain that are away from extremes (mountains and deserts) and closer to 30 Since



the number of cells is orders of magnitude larger than the number of cities or battles, I use much more bins for



geocells to visualize them in the same plot. For the same reason, the histogram’s x-axis has been trimmed on both sides to visually exclude outliers. A logarithmic transformation of TRI is used to address the skew.
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the most fertile locations. Figure 5: Three Histograms over ln(TRI), All Years Geo−Cell
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I create the variable Bad Land which measures the difference between a geocells TRI and the TRI optimal for high populations by using the locations of cities to identify the optimal landscape (ln(TRI)∗ ). The fact that certain types of locations have a higher number of settlements is evidence that such locations are more desirable for settlement. Figure 5 suggest there is “sweet spot” just above ln(T RI) = 6. I use [ln(TRI)∗ = mode ≈ 6.3] to calculate a variable that measures the quality of land for humans; Bad Land j = | ln(TRI) j − ln(TRI)∗ |
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Regime Differences



Political regime is a rough method of identifying coalition size. The political regime is identified by considering the battles before and after Caesar crosses the Rubicon. In each period I document the distribution of major human settlements over the landscape in order to look at the types of land being fought over. My theory implies that a larger number of claimants (Nc ) leads to more battles for public goods. My test is to see if the dictatorship fought over worse land compared to the republic. 17



Figure 6: Time-Series of Battle Location Attributes
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First, I examine the evidence for an immediate structural break in the time-trend. Figure 6a shows the distance of the battle location from the city of Rome and Figure 6b shows the terrain of battle locations. Each data point represents a battle. The dark line is a non-parametric smoother (LOESS) that weights the surrounding points to construct a moving estimate of the mean. The standard errors of this estimate are shown with: 1) 1000 bootstrap replications of the LOESS (dotted lines) and 2) variance-covariance matrix approximations evaluated at the data (envelope). I allow for a discontinuity at caesar’s coup in both figures. Focussing in on the time around the coup, a minor discontinuity can be seen. There is some weak evidence that the dictatorial regimes display different behavior in an immediate sense.



However, some of the effects of a regime change are not immediate. The changes may take decades or centuries to manifest.31 Some statistical Figures in the appendix suggest that the big picture analysis is 31 The



events in Rome are the precursor to the serfdom and feudalism of the middle ages. The historical anecdotes suggest



that the road to serfdom is paved with a powerful military concentrated in the hands of few. How then to think of the coup? The empire was largest around 117AD but continued to expand and contract at various locations. Likewise, the wealth and population peak sometime in the imperial era. The effects of a new political regime may take a long time to manifest themselves, so for all the maxima that occur in the dictatorship, the coup might be better thought of as an inflection point.
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400



more appropriate.



32



Figure 7 contains 4 box plots that show the distribution of TRI values for battles



and cities within each regime’s time period. Settlements which existed during both regime periods were recorded in both samples. Otherwise, cities uniquely fall into their respective time periods. Figure 7: Sub-Distributions of Terrain Ruggedness
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In this long run analysis, the chief source of variation comes from battles not cities since the distribution of major settlements is not changing.33 The average battle in the dictatorship is on terrain that is less desirable for human settlement and the entire distribution has more variance.34 The Republic is more consistently attacking desirable land for settlement. 32 Appendix



Figure 13 displays a “W-statistic”. This statistic shows how the difference of mean TRI of Battles across



regimes changes as the temporal window around Ceasar’s coup becomes larger. Appendix Figure 14 shows that the patterns look completely random using small geocell’s over short periods of time, but non-random as we zoom-out. 33 There



is a minor change in the distribution of major settlements. There is also a slightly larger change in the distribution



of minor settlements over time. However, this change is still much smaller compared to the change in battle distribution. I do not focus on minor settlements because they offer less in terms of identifying anything since their locations could be directly determined by the government at hand. 34 The



distribution of TRI values for battle locations in Republic has Var[ln(TRI)] = 0.9.



Var[ln(TRI)] = 1.7
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The Dictatorship has



Figure 8: Correlation Plot +



TRI is not a statistical artifact of the distance from 7
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Rome. Figure 8 plots the terrain and distance
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from Rome (non-euclidean great-circle distance) for each battle. The correlation is 0.008 in the
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with the distance from the city in both periods. This suggests that terrain of the battle is not simply an artifact of monotonic expansion. I control for Distance from Rome in the regression analysis.
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Regression Analysis



The objective of the regression analysis is to explicitly test if the marginal effect of bad land is larger for the republic while controlling for distance from Rome. If the theory applies and the parameters are well identified by the data, then the dictatorship should fight more for bad land. I focus on the signs of the coefficients and how they compare in each period rather than the specific magnitude.



5.1



35



Unit of Observation



Using geocells as my unit of observation, Each cell in a given time frame has 1) number of battles that occur 2) number of cities 3) ruggedness of the landscape. The geocell is exemplified in the terrain ruggedness calculation shown in Figure 4. One reason why using geocells is an improvement on dyadic analysis of polities is that the unit of observation is not itself an endogenous variable.36



35 The very skewed and peculiar distribution of geography combined with the rare events of battles complicate the empirical



estimation. My approach is to show the results hold in a number of regressions that address different problems. As the empirical model becomes more complex it becomes more difficult to interpret and explain. 36 There



is a literature on what factors determine the size of the state.
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The combinations of battles and cities, aggregated over all years, are displayed in Table 1. For example, there are 151 Cells with 1 city and 1 battle as shown in the 2nd column 2nd row. Battles appear to be power distributed (or similarly pareto, geometric, etc.), which is reoccurring in the empirical study of conflict (2012). Both cities and battles are zero-inflated counts. Table 1: Frequency Table



0 Cities 1 Cities 2 Cities 3 Cities 4 Cities All Cities
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0 Battles



1 Battles



2 Battles



3 Battles



4 Battles



All Battles



287, 891 1, 205 38 1 0 289, 135



0 148 24 2 0 174



0 0 23 6 0 29



0 0 0 5 2 7



0 0 0 0 1 1



287, 891 1, 353 85 14 3 289, 346



Empirical Model and Predictions



I first estimate a linear model via ordinary least squares (OLS). The Y variable is #Battles. Equation 8 has a Y variable of military expenditures to show the intuitive predictions. However, equations 5 and 6 show how an increase in latent military expenditures translates into an increase in battles. The Poisson regression is used in the advanced regression. This model is theoretically grounded from start to finish, as the appendix shows.



j



j



Let the military expenditure by a single actor to a single location j be denoted as mx + my = m j , where mx is the component for private gain and my is the component for public gain. Likewise, any explanatory variable k is decomposed as βkx + βky = βk . The variable Dictator indicates if Dictatorship= 1, X j is a set of other factors for area j, and ε the random component. m j = β0 + β1 Bad Land j + β2 X j + β3 Dictator + β4 (Bad Land j × Dictator) + ε . 21



(8)



The theory does not predict whether dictatorships or democracies have a larger disposition for any type of war. Formally, since β3x < 0 < β3y , β3 = β3x + β3y has no predicted sign. Furthermore, since worse land has fewer battles for either regime, β1 < 0. The primary question is how the incentive to take bad land differs by political regime. The baseline theory formally predicts



∂ my ∂ Nc



> 0. This is tested by looking at



Bad Land j ×Dictator in a pooled regression.37 To be specific: under the assumptions that (a) the republic is correlated with larger coalitions [Dictator ≈ Ncrep − Ncdict. ] and (b) that Bad Land is less like a public good but not a private good [β4x ≈ 0] then (c) the dictatorship should allocate more military resources for Bad Land [β4y > 0]. This is reflected in the regression as β4 > 0.



(9)



This prediction will be tested under 2 specifications. One set of results use split sample OLS on the full data set and another set of results look at a subset of the data with count data regressions. The split sample OLS are more flexible in that I do not impose equal variances or equal coefficients on the controls under each regime. However, the count data regressions will impose a structure consistent with the theory and exploit how the data were constructed.



5.3



Split Sample OLS



Split-sample ordinary least squares estimations are presented in Table 2 as the benchmark analysis. The focus of columns 1 & 2 is to see if the coefficient for Bad Land is less negative for dictatorships compared to the republic. Columns 3 & 4 control for the distance to Rome. Columns 5 & 6 compare Number of Cities × Bad Land Number of Cities. 37 Note



that there is measurement error in Bad Land. However, this matters more for β1 than β4 , as some of the error



cancels out.
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Table 2: # Battles, Split Sample OLS



Constant Bad Land



Rep.



Dict.



Rep.



Dict.



Rep.



Dict.



13 (1.3) -4 (0.5)



6.2 (0.9) -1.3 (0.3)



31.2 (3) -3.4 (0.4) -69 (6.6)



15 -2.9 (1.9) (2) -1.1 1.4 (0.3) (0.4) -33.4 -4.2 (4.5) (3.6) 17.6 (2.5) -1.4 (1.7)



-5.3 (1.8) 0.4 (0.3) 10.2 (3.9) 4.5 (1.6) 6.3 (1.7)



Distance Cities Bad Land*Cities



Notes: The Y variable is # Battles in every column. Heteroskedastic-Consistent (type 3) robust t values reported. Coefficients for (Constant, Bad Land, Dist, Cities, Bad Land*Cities) mulitiplied by (10000, 10000, 1e+08, 100, 100).



It’s clear that Bad Land has a different effect in the different political regimes. The t values of coefficient differences (Welch’s t) are −4.7, −4.5 for Bad Land in the first 2 comparisons and −3.3 for Number of Cities × Bad Land in the last comparison. These results show that dictators fight more for land that is less desirable for human settlement. This is also clear when looking at Number of Cities coefficient in the last comparison.



5.4



Pooled Count Data Regressions



In the pooled count data regression I use settlement locations to subset the data into a more relevant range. There are cities without battles but no battles unmatched to cities by the construction of the data set.38 This means that P(#Battles = b|Ever City ≤ 0) = 0 and



P(#Battles = b) = P(#Battles = b|Ever City > 0)P(Ever City > 0).



(10)



I take advantage of the fact that cities are observed to limit the data set by only keeping observations for which there was ever a major settlement. The conditional probability model also makes it easier to 38 So



for geocell’s i, {#Battles > 0}i ⊂ {#EverCity > 0}i . Thus P(#Battles = b
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T



Ever City > 0) = P(#Battles = b)



address the zero-inflation of battles. The predictions and micro-foundations for P(#Battles = b|City > 0) are the same as P(#Battles = b). This logic for P(#Battles = b) in a count-data model is the same for E(#Battles) in an OLS model. Table 3: # Battles | Ever City > 0



Constant Bad Land Dictator Bad Land × Dictator



OLS



Neg. Bin.



ZIP



ZINB



0.113 (0.013) -0.009 (0.009) -0.081 (0.017) 0.054 (0.016)



-2.173 (0.121) -0.094 (0.101) -0.972 (0.196) 0.559 (0.13)



-1.102 (0.192) -0.09 (0.109) -0.974 (0.207) 0.576 (0.15)



-1.632 (0.146) 0.049 (0.113) -0.96 (0.204) 0.579 (0.147) -0.624 (0.094)



Distance



Notes: The Y variable is #Battles in every column. Dictatorship variable =1 years under dictatorship. The OLS and Neg. Bin. standard error estimates for Bad Land times Dictator were heteroskedastic corrected (HC3).



Table 3 shows four regressions with the data pooled from each regime and only geocells with > 0 settlements. Each regression is designed to explicitly test if the coefficient for BadLand × Dictator is > 0. The interpretation is that dictators fight more for Bad Land that is less likely to be for the public good. Model (1) is an Ordinary Least Squares regression. Model (2) is a Negative Binomial regression which is designed to account for overdispersed count data. Models (3) and (4) are zero-inflated regressions which account for the many 0 values of Battles. The difference between model (3) and model (4) is that model (4) includes the control variables Dist and does is a more flexible functional form. The pooled count data models give the same qualitative results as the baseline split-sample OLS models.
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Robustness



This section explores alternative spatial and temporal aggregations and discusses alternative explanations for the results. 24



6.1



Data Aggregation Figure 9: Bad Land j × Dictator
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propriate unit apriori, I want to show that a) this number was not chosen from
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lar aggregation factor of 12. Although
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100km2 . This corresponds to a cellu-
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data-mining and b) the statistical results are not driven by some artifact of aggregation. Under a Poisson version of model (2) in Table 3, I run the regression for various levels of aggregation and plot the coefficient for BadLand × Dictator. The basic relationship does not change from an aggregation factor of 12 (an area the size of Bronx County, NY) and indeed even gets stronger around aggregation factors of 60, but remains qualitatively similar up to factors of 100 (an area larger than Delaware but smaller than Connecticut).39 The interpretation of the TRI calculation changes from [roughness to ruggedness to desert/mountains] as the resolution moves from [fine to granular].



6.2



Strategic Land



Undoubtedly part of the land selection is driven by more strategic battle-specific considerations of one form or another. The theoretical model does account for strategic play, see appendix sections 8.1 to 8.5. However, neither the model nor the empirics explicitly consider factors like a highland advantage. There are two reasons for this.



39 This



is known as a “modifiable unit problem” in the spatial statistics literature.
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The first reason for excluding a “rugged-land strategy” is that there is not a good theoretical explanation as to why would political regime change how strategic the military is with regard to land-ruggedness. The data aggregation results also challenge this argument. It is likely that smaller plots of land could be driven by specific strategic considerations, but not likely for larger ones. The empirical results are robust to spatial aggregation (Figure 11). Furthermore, due to the technology of that time battles were waged close to the attack location. Long distance warfare away from attack location is much more of a modern reality than in ancient times. It seems unlikely that this type of strategy is driving the empirical results.



6.3



No Good Land Left



One idea that is potentially concerning is that there was no good land left to fight over. This idea is not a theoretical concern, as the model can accommodate this as a comparative static on military effectiveness.40 This idea is not an empirical concern about the level of violence in each regime, as the model predicts that the level of violence is not determined by political regime. However, this idea is a potential empirical concern for using Bad Land to identify public goods. The specific concern is that if the empire expanded until there is no good land left and this is the reason that dictators to fight on Bad Land. However, The idea that battle type is explained by “there was no good land left” has four main flaws: two issues related to its ability to explain the results after we’ve found them, and two issues related to its ability to explain other results.



The story is only partially consistent with the data. First, Distance to Rome is controlled for in a number of regressions, meaning the comparison is amongst two plots of land that are both far from Rome. If the Roman dictatorship was only going to attack far away and that only worse land was left far away, 40 One



can think of the comparative statics of political regime on battle type as occurring within a growing and then con-



tracting empire. Nesting this idea as a bellman equation is also possible but cumbersome and adds little intuition, particularly at the event-level of a battle.
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then the battles could still be on land that is good within that distant area. Second, there was still some good land to be had in both regimes. I compare the TRI outside of imperial limits at the beginning of dictatorship against what was previously available. There are some differences in the distribution but good land is still available.



This “no good land left” story cannot predict a number of other factors. First, this story can’t explain a number of facts about battle type when measured in other ways.41 Second, the resource accumulation argument can’t explain any structural breaks, such as a new dictator physically moving away the entire senate building. The “no good land left” story does contain some truth. But yet, it is an incomplete story. Political institutions can explain some patterns that “no good land left” cannot.



6.4



Battle Types



My theory explicitly looks at public vs. private goods, but there are potentially many other different types of battles. Those battles will also have public and private elements and so can immediately be thought about in the context of the model. However, my theory generally shows that different political regimes will lead to a substitution across battle-types.



I do explicitly look at civil vs. non-civil wars. I subset the data to exclude civil wars. The raw data gives slightly weaker but qualitatively similar but results in the aggregate picture.42 However, there are good reasons not to distinguish between these types of conflict (Cunningham and Lemke 2013). The fact that 41 There



are scattered bits of evidence that the type of military changes with Rome’s political regime. Symbolically,



standard bearers in the republican army carried a decorative eagle and the insignia (SPQR - the senate and the people of Rome). The imperial era had one of the standard bearers carry an image of the dictator. Furthermore, we begin to identify the years and policies by the name of the emperor, as a single man could order edicts. Monotheism and monarchy coincided to support a single man. “Let there be one god, one king”, Caligula (Tranquillus approx. 119 AD, The Life of Caligula). 42 I



exclude civil-war data. Figure 7 and the regression coefficients are similar.
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the Republic had



1 3



fewer battles that were part of a domestic conflict is supportive of my general claim



that political institutions determine the type of conflict but not the level. One might object to how much civil wars align with private benefits. But yet, civil wars are certainly less like public goods.43



6.5



Alternative Regime Definition



Historians of Rome generally group Rome into two distinct periods: Republic and Dictatorship. Other historians have grouped Rome into smaller and alternative regimes for analysis.44 I also look at a more fine, but less distinct, periods of Roman politics. The classical republic begins with the Patrician after the overthrow of the monarchy. This period is followed by a Patrician & Plebeian government that incorporates plebeians into the political system.45 This period is followed by the End of Republic. The classical dictatorship begins with the Principate, where dictators pretend to listen to the senate. This period is followed by the Dominate where dictators no longer even pretend to care about the senate. Figure 10 shows the TRI value of battle locations over time as well as the best land for human settlement (tri∗) . A box plot of the values in each regime shows how the distribution of values corresponds to each regime. The clearest results come from comparing republic vs. dictatorship. However, the more fine political variation in Rome is also consistent with the model because the ln(T RI) of battle locations is 43 Le



Bohec (2015, P110) notes that “It is revealing that we are told most about the context and practice of plundering



when it occurred in civil-wars” 44 Some



scholars emphasize a political evolution rather than revolution. Perhaps there were pressures for a regime transi-



tion. But the actual transition matters as well. When Julius Caesar relocated and renamed the senate house to “Curia Julia”, it is a direct result of his new ability to make decisions without the deliberation of others and not a third factor. 45 This



period includes some wealthy plebeians. The period has both expanding and contracting citizenship and changing



political access to certain groups of people. This period can be decomposed into the earlier Conflict of Orders and the later New Supremacy. Many historians argue both periods, especially the earlier period, corresponds to greater political access for the plebeians. However, this story is not always perfectly clear. In the later period between 287 and 133 “not only did the qualifications of the senate help it to acquire a supremacy in legislative affairs, but it found means to prevent the popular assembly from taking the initiative in such matters.” (Abbott 1911[p67])
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better in periods where power was less concentrated. Figure 10: Battle Terrain and Historical Eras + ++
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6.6



Empirical Model Approximations



A Poisson model is theoretically founded and the Ordinary Least Squares is used as a simple approximation. More work could be done on the functional relationship but such improvements (i.e. a Box-Cox optimization or modeling the joint distribution of battles and cities) would not likely change the sign of the coefficients.46 Looking at the time series in Figure 6b it appears that there are no obvious “outliers”. A regression with time fixed-effects every 25 years suggest that the empirical results appear not to be 46 Looking



back at the frequency distribution of counts in Table 1, it’s not clear that the condition of City > 1 sufficiently



characterizes the empirical relationship - see the last row. Since the city data are counts in {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, the marginal distribution of battles will be distributed Poisson for each element in that sequence. This econometric model is difficult to estimate given the scarcity and peculiarity of the data. Furthermore, the coefficients also become less easy to interpret, as the covariates no longer relate to the probability density over a single dimensional line instead the probability density over a two-dimensional plane. However, since the majority of data-points have cities 
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driven by a few outliers.



47



Figure 11: Bad Land j × Dictator Figure 11 shows 1000 bootstrap coefficient estimates. The empirical distribution resembles a normal distribution and every estimate says the dictator is less incentivized to fight for land that closer to a public good. Furthermore, this random sampling suggests the results are robust to any loca-
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tional errors in the data recording or compilation procedure.
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Conclusion



The central points of the model are that political institutions (1) create incentives to substitute resources across different types of military expenditure and this implies (2) that overall conflict can increase or decrease. Specifically, the political regime determines the size of the dominant coalition. Larger coalitions have more members to divide the spoils of war, but also has more members who benefit from public returns. This incentivizes more military activity for the public good but less for private benefit. I do not predict that dictators are war-mongers and democracies are peaceful, but instead suggest that the level of violence is more determined by technological and demographic factors.



Through the model, we can understand how and why one of the world’s most important coups affected long-run military activity. The two main empirical findings are that (1) there were more battles in the Republican years than the Dictatorial years (2) the dictatorship fought over land that was less likely to host larger populations. Removing threats to Rome has more of a public good elements and areas with 47 One



might suppose that the realizations of Augustus and Caligula as leaders of the dictatorship instead of the republic



matters more. However, it is not clear how important this factor is. Both regimes placed a heavy weight on leaders being militarily experienced, and tolerating inept leaders came at a high price under both regimes.
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larger populations were more threatening to Rome and. In the short-run, there is some weak evidence for a structural break. In the long-run, the differences in military behavior that are large and robust. I find that • Both regimes fought for private gains, but the Dictatorship did so more frequently and consistently. • Both regimes fought for public gains, but the Republic did so more frequently and consistently. This paper contributes to the literature on the political economy of violence and is part of an interdisciplinary effort to analyze the determinants of conflict throughout human history. Napoleon Bonaparte allegedly said “The story of Rome is the story of the world”. I compile, analyze, and generalize the information from Rome and my conclusion is that political institutions affect the type of conflict but not the level.
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Appendix



The predictions in the body of the paper hold in some strategic cases. I show one such case. A dominant player considers the strategic responses of the smaller players. The natural model for a battle for most of the period is that of a powerful Rome vs. others. The Romans “rarely made peace save with a beaten foe” (Boak 1921).48 48 Although



my model is useful in characterizing some history, they are simplifications. Rome did not always win. A loss



to Pyrrhus still lends it’s name “Pyrrhic victory”. Rome also did not always face small opponents. However, the model can extended to capture this by considering a consistent-conjectural-variation equilibrium. For example, Rome versus Carthage
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8.1



Players and Area’s



There are J areas on a grid, each with a small player. A small player, −i, takes the amount of military from the dominant player as given. He chooses how many resources to spend on military vs everything else. The big player i chooses to allocate resources among these areas. He potentially engages in a conflict with a player at each area. The dominant player has an efficient military that maximizes the returns over all areas. Remembering that m denotes military expenditure, the probability of the dominant j



j



player attaining victory at any location j is P(mi , m−i ). Equilibrium military expenditure is solved using backward induction.



8.2



Small Player



A small player has preferences U−i over the area and can allocate military m−i towards defending it. j



This small player is only constrained by an Endowment E−i that can be allocated towards military or j



non-military q−i . The subjective value of the land is V−i .49 His problem is j max U−i m,q



h i   j j j j = 1 − P (m−i |mi ) U−i V−i , q−i



j



s.t.E−i = m−i + q−i (11) j∗



j



j



⇒ m−i (mi | V−i , E−i )



8.3



Big Player



Each area of land j can provide some private returns X or public returns Y or both, according to a function j



j



that is unique to that area; X j (mi,x ),Y j (mi,y ). Each military resource does not jointly produce X and Y ,   j ∂Y ∂X = = 0 . Without loss of generality consider only Y j . Let mi denote the amount of military ∂ my ∂ mx j



j



sent to location j by player i, and the opponents response function m−i (mi ). Let E[Y j ] = P jY j , then each foreign land is an input into the aggregate production using the respective military technology under the uncertainty of war. 49 Factors



like war bias and overconfidence and their effect on expectations are implicit in the probabilities.
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J



E [Y ] =



    j j∗ j j j j j∗ j j j j j m , m (m | V , E ) m , m (m | V , E ) Y P ∑ i −i i −i −i i −i i −i −i



(12)



j



8.4



Efficient Military



The overall military returns depend on the returns to each area. The dominant player allocates resources across locations efficiently; For a fixed my , the expected returns are maximized. max E [Y ]



j {my } j



s.t.



∑ myj = my ⇒



Y (my )



(13)



j



The overall returns to fighting for X depend on the total resources allocated mx according to the function X(mx ). Thus the aggregate function used in Equation 3 is tied to the returns to fighting at each location.



8.5



Micro Returns and Geography



The returns to the dominant player from fighting at a given location are increasing in military asymmetry. j



The production of goods are a function of the number of military resources sent Y j (mi ). Likewise, the probability of victory (denoted Pj ) is a function of the number of troops sent. Consider a simple model for a locational engagement for players (i, −i) at a single location. Let the probability the dominant j∗



j



j



j



player wins Pj have Tullock form. Drop the j subscript and note that m−i (mi ) = m−i (mi | V−i , E−i ). E[Y j (mi )] =



mi Y j (mi ) mi + m−i (mi )



∂ E[Y j (mi )] = Y j (mi )0 −Y j (mi ) ∂ mi



(14) j



j



j



m−i + mi (m−i )0 j



!



j



m−i + mi



(15)



Increasing the quality of the land will also incentivize defense from −i. Let Y 1 (m1y ) represents harder to conquer but conditional on being conquered it is easier to extract a given amount resources. Let Y 2 (m2y ) represents easier to conquer but conditional on being conquered it takes more effort to extract.50 50Y 1



shows an increase in the plunder to be captured per troop increases the slope but also increases the number of
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Consider mountainous geography at the target location. This reduces returns to both parties, shifting the curve left and



Figure 12: Increasing Resources Y



j



Y 1 (m1y ) Y 2 (m2y )



decreasing the slope. But yet, still makes it costly, shifting the curve to the right. The benefits of peace are the cost of



j



my



fighting and is already accounted for in the returns curve of the dominant player.



8.6



Empirical Structure



We are counting the number of battles b that occur in a given time-frame n. Let p = P(s > t) denote the probability of a battle being observed (as in equation 6, t is a random threshold and s is the size of the battle). The probability b battles occur follow a Poisson-Binomial distribution.51 Now assume that battles are independent and identically distributed at each location, but not across locations. We recover the binomial distribution;   n! n b pb (1 − p)n−b ; p (1 − p)n−b = P(Battle = b) = b!(n − b)! b



(16)



The data contain a large time span and many geographic areas. The probability of a battle observation is conditional on the time and area of the geocell. See Figure 14 in subsection 8.8 for an empirical correspondence to this idea. We can make use of the Poisson-limit theorem to simplify this for a regression. The theorem states that as T n → ∞, p → 0, np → λ > 0, the binomial distribution converges to the Poisson distribution. So for all area’s j with cell-size a defenders (rightward intercept). 51 pm f



= ∑A∈Fb ∏u∈A pu ∏v∈Ac (1 − pv ) ; Fb is the event of any b battles occurring (the set of all subsets of a specific b



events occur); pu is the unique probability of a specific battle u occurring.
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  λb P Battle j = b ≈ e−λ b!



(17)



; λ = n→∞ lim nP(s > t|a) a→0



These limiting results let us use the Poisson process as an approximation to the underlying cox-process. By plugging equation 8 into 5 we completely micro-found the Poisson spatial regression (ZammitMangion et al. 2014 Diggle 2013) used in the regression analysis.



8.7



Temporal Aggregation Figure 13: Regime Differences by Time Window



The statistic of interest is the change in the average 0.2



[difference between terrain ruggedness of battle



● ● ●



and terrain ruggedness of land best for human set-



0.0 ●



tlement] across political regimes. This statistic is
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−0.2



“regime” was defined as the entire periods occur-
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a function of the time spanning each regime since
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ring before and after a breakpoint. By looking



● ● ● ●●●●●



at windows of time around the breakpoint (rather
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than the entire sample) we can see how robust the analysis is to temporal aggregation. There is a general tradeoff between smaller windows that hold more factors constant and larger windows that provide a larger sample to increase estimate precision. Another specific factor for this analysis is that the effects of the political transition may take time to manifest. Rather than argue that a specific window is ideal, I plot the resulting statistic as a function of window size. It appears that the results are robust to temporal disaggregation.
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8.8



Battle Clustering and Evolution Figure 14: Pattern Recognition and Magnification



There are two domains (space, time) for which I



^ KST(u, v) − 2πu2v



can adjust my lens of analysis. The “big-picture” 200



analysis of political change and violence is an im-



patterns in battle observations become apparent
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portant contribution. The Figure 14 shows that



100



only in the broader scope of space and time. Rip-



50



ley’s K-Statistic is a measure of clustering over 2
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10



Distance Interval edge correction method: isotropic



space intervals (u) and time intervals (v), and this



statistic equals πu2 v if the pattern is completely random 52 as tested against a Poisson. Figure 14 shows that when analyzing small space and time windows the patterns look completely random, but as we zoom-out this result is overturned.



Figure 15 shows the battle locations are plotted over space for each century. A spatial kernel density is estimated (over all previous battles to display the cumulative extent of conflict for all battles up to the end of that period.



53



). The colors correspond to battle density estimates (light yellow is more battles,



red is less battles, black is no battles) - under the supposition that the battles are realizations of the event that comes from a more continuous or “fuzzy” world.



52 See



Diggle (2013) for details. Time units are years, and distance units are angular (Long, Lat).



53 Note



that a convex-hull estimator might also be uesd to estimate the extent of the empire.
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Figure 15: Battle Areas by Century −449 to −349
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8.9



Justification of Battle Data



Battles are the most disaggregated measure of conflict available. Battles measure the extensive margins - which are better for measuring conflict across longer periods of time. This is because the intensive margins are more variable to a host of omitted variables (i.e. other political incentives). Furthermore, the number of deaths and injuries disaggregated by party, location, and time are data that are simply not available. More aggregated measures (such as the number of wars) are more subjective. For many sequential wars, battles can be binned in a variety of ways. So, exactly what group of battles constitutes a specific war is difficult to justify, and the results would be sensitive to this coding. Two examples of battles are shown below.



Battle of Vercellae, 101BC, Rome’s Gallic Wars “East of Turin at Vercellae ... the Cimbri were annihilated, ending the Germanic threat to Italy (30 July 101BC).” Battle of Issus, 194, Wars of Emperor Severus “Emperor Septimius Severus beat his rival Pescennius Niger at Cyzicus and Nicaea in Asia Minor, then pursued him into Syria later that year for the final, decisive battle.”



The Roman battles are the most comprehensive record of violence in the ancient world. There is less sample-selection of historical within Rome as compared to other polities.54 I have checked the battle data against Wikipedia to see if the encyclopedia is representative of historical scholarship. There appears to be no sample selection from the my battle list and what is in the public domain. The list of wars is shown in Table 4. 54 It



is possible that the probability of not recording a battle is increasing the further back into history. Correcting this



would only increase the number of republican battles.
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Table 4: List of Wars Early Roman-Etruscan Wars Late Roman-Etruscan Wars Carthaginian-Syracusan Wars Syracusan-Etruscan Wars 1st to 4th Dionysian Wars Corinthian War 1st to 3rd Samnite Wars Latin War 1st to 3nd Punic Wars Truceless War 3rd to 4th Macedonian Wars Roman-Achaean War Rome’s Early and Later Gallic Wars Jugurthine War 1st to 3rd Mithridatic War Sullan Civil War Servile War Cataline Revolt Roman-Parthian Wars Wars of the First Triumvirate Wars of the Second Triumvirate Roman-Nubian War Roman Conquest of Britain Later Roman-Parthian Wars Vitellian Civil War Jewish Risings against Rome German Invasion of Italy Wars of Emperor Severus Roman-Persian Wars Gothic Wars Roman-Alemannic Wars Roman-Palmyrean War Later Roman-Persian Wars Later Roman Military Civil Wars Gildo’s Rebellion



8.10



Sicilian Wars Wars of the Roman Republic Gallic Wars in Italy Pyrrhic War Roman-Syrian Wars Cimbrian War Roman Social War Sertorian War Roman Invasion of Britain Roman-Pontian Wars Rome’s Germanic Wars Jewish Rising against Rome 1st to 2nd Dacian Wars Roman Military Civil Wars Roman-Persian Wars Roman Wars of Succession Alemannic Invasion of Roman Gaul



Justification of Battle Type



The bad − land is the measure of public goods. It does have measurement error. It also works where other measurements do not.



Interpreting and coding battle records are notoriously difficult (Morris 2014). Recall the two examples of battles. the first looks like a battle that could contain more public elements (to Roman citizens) and the last looks less so. However, many of the record keepers at that time had their own political incentives to record events a certain way.55 Rome also propagated, not necessarily untrue, that Rome’s expansion was an active defense strategy.56 55 This



often depends on if they were a displaced senator or a new member of freshly seized government. It is difficult then



to use records of Defense vs. Offense. 56 Julius



Caesar famously invaded Gaul under the guise of pre-emptive defense, but was also bankrupt and took much



loot and slaves. Defense and offense are also not so separable since “The Roman’s, whenever possible, waged even their defensive wars offensively” (Boak 1921). Furthermore, the public spoils might be only alleged as “The state distribution of
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I code the “public” variable based on geography, rather than government record, individual interpretation, or endogenous variables. The landscape is a) a rare piece of information we have about the ancient world b) is exogenous to political regime and violence c) used by other scholars and institutes d) isn’t a subjective coding 57



I use bad − land rather than estimate a parametric relationship for settlements over ln(TRI). This is because the marginal effect of ln(TRI) is increasingly positive even when we are in the mountains. This is because the effect of “the desert is barren” dominates, since the majority of the land that is not settled is more desert-like. Although the marginal effects might not be equivalent on both sides of the mean, the regression coefficient will at least make sense. The magnitudes of the changes are larger than the measurement error.58 bread never bore, and never would bear, the least resemblance to assistance” (Paul Veyne, Le pain et le cirque, Le Seuil, 1976, translated by (Bairoch 1991)). This means that any empirical results coming from codings such as “this battle is 72% selfish and 28% defense” are also likely dubious. In a world where the motives of war range from destroying a personal enemy and expropriating the house to expanding the state over land that is good for living, the latter falls closer to a public good and the former closer to private. 57 Nunn



and Puga (2012) have used this terrain measure to explain income in Africa. Similarly, the Food and Agriculture



Organization of the United Nations (Food and Organization Accessed 2015) use these types of measures for “Land Productivity Potential", but since the FAO calculations also rely on modern factors that may not generalize back to ancient times (such as soil composition and evaporation rates), only the geological Terrain Ruggedness Index (TRI) is used. Diamond (Diamond 1999) argues for the importance of geography on the spread of biomass and human population in ancient and pre-historic times. The food of that era was grain (Bairoch 1991, ch.5, ch.6). I aim to quantify the idea that “lowland areas yielded large crops of grain of all sorts” (Boak 1921). 58 It



would be surprising not to pick up any effects in one of the worlds’ landmark political events. On the same token,



such an effect will manifest itself in many aspects of life, but a large and direct effect will be in the military.
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Appendix II



I first theoretically consider rising incomes. Then I consider a generalization to heterogenoeous popolations. This generalization incorporates facts about Roman coups and a changing mix of senators and soldiers.



9.1



Improving Productivity



The baseline model predicts that improvements to productive technology causes people to allocate fewer resources towards plundering. With a ceteris paribus comparison to extreme poverty (z ≈ 0), one can see that wealthier people find lower returns to plundering private goods and thus prefer wars of public nature. Furthermore, if a wealthy franchise is extended to a population of disproportionate income (i.e. z ≈ 0 ), then there are confounding effects. There is the claimant effect, where having to share with more people reduces the incentives to plunder. There is also an income effect, where the coalition members are on average poorer and have a larger incentive to plunder. The two effects work in opposite directions. If the franchise is not expanded proportionally to population, then wars of both types are subsidized.



9.2
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Intra-Government



Within the theoretical section, I’ve assumed the government’s ruling coalition is unitary actor. The predictions do not depend on this assumption. Suppose each member of the government i has outside options Ai . The individually-rational (I.R.) constraint for each member of the ruling coalition is Ui (Xi ,Yi , Zi ) ≥ Ai



(18)



One person maximizes their payoff conditional on Nc members remaining in the coalition. Let θi (Nc ) ∈ [0, 1] be the share of private returns to member i from military expenditure. Note that Xi = θi X is the 59 Both



regimes have incentives to increase the non-claimant tax base. Or alternatively, population growth holding both



per-capita income and the coalition size fixed.
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c amount of the private good to player i and that ∑N i θi = 1. Denote µi be the Lagrangian multiplier for



the I.R. constraints and declare µ1 = −1 for notational simplicity. Denote λ the Lagrangian multiplier resource constraint max U1 (X (mx ) θ1 + [1 − t]z(t),Y (my ))



mx ,my ,t Nc



+ ∑ µi [Ai −Ui (X(mx )θi + [1 − t]z(t),Y (my ))]



(19)



i>1



  mx + my +λ tz(t) − N Assume the constraints are binding. From the two first order conditions mx , my , we recover the generalized marginal rate of substitution.60 N



0 θ (N ) ∑1 c µiUi,x i c N



0 ∑1 c µiUi,y



=1



(20)



The generalized marginal rate of substitution can give similar comparative statics as the baseline case under two conditions. The ruling coalition grows to include people who are (a) small enough in number and (b) close enough in preferences. The generalized MRS reduces to the baseline MRS in equation 4 if the constraint is non-binding and θ1 =



1 Nc .



Note that in order for the constraints to be binding, θ1 must



be large and the alternatives very good. If the best alternative Ai is to form a rival political organization, then a smaller Nc has much to say about military coups. This is to capture the private goods that have become more concentrated.



60 The



0 θ − Nc µ U 0 θ = U 0 θ − Nc µ U 0 . It’s more complex problem as to who exactly is opting into FOC is U1,x ∑i>1 i i,x i ∑i>1 i i,y 1 1,y i



the coalition. There is the case, analogous to industrial organization, where a persons’ alternatives, Ai , are matched to there share of private-government returns, θi . The internal technological constraints and outside options determine the equilibrium share of government. The size distribution of competitive political parties within the big players’ government will also be a function of population N and political institutions Nc .
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